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SECTION

VII

LATIN AND GREEK

Latin and Greek

find

their place

in

the secondary

The

school as the culmination of the language work.
"

foundation of this department is
English
by the native language the
Funcfion"^
faculty of expression is first trained
and systematised, and the simple relations of sjmtax
are made clear.
Complete and careful work in English
is not only necessary, but it means a great saving of
time in teaching foreign languages
it saves the time
which is now spent in correcting the pupils' English,
and enables that time to be profitably spent in direct
practice of the foreign tongue.
Next, the first introduction to foreign languages is given through some
language which is like enough to their own in structure
to be within the power of young children
that is,
through a modern language. Perhaps the modern speech
ideally best suited for training would be Italian
but
for general convenience French, or perhaps German,
has been chosen. Any one of these languages contains
more inflexions than English, yet is not so unlike
English in structure as Latin or Greek, whilst their
But
contents are very much akin to those of English.
when the first foreign language is so familiar that it can
be understood and used accurately up to a given
standard, the time has come for the severer discipline
of the classics.
Latin and Greek are valuable for different reasons.
J

:

:

:

;

:
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As historical studies, indeed, both hel]) us to understand the present by the past but as languages they
touch different sides of our mind. Latin makes finally
clear the elements of grammar, and the laws of syntax
;

:

its

fixed

and

logical structure

makes

a bracing and

it

No

instructive discipline for the powers of the mind.

loose or blurred expression

must be

exact,

is

possible in

Latin

:

all

and any mistakes are instantly demon-

beyond doubt. In this work, then, stress
must be laid on the linguistic side, and formal composition must be part of the course.
There is also a literary
side, and among Latin authors are several of first-rate
importance, which the educated man must know
Latin is moreover the key to nearly all the mediaeval
history of Europe, and the foundation of many of its
languages.
But it is the training of orderly and
strable

accurate expression of thought, im])ossible without
sustained attention, which is our main object in studying
Latin.

With Greek,

the chief interest

the literature.

lies in

Here we have the beginnings of all literary forms, and
and the Greek types, being
the perfection of most
less complex than the modern, are easier of appreThere is in the Greek also both a naturalness
hension.
and freshness as of childhood, combined with a keen
intelligence as of manhood, and a directness and simplicity of expression, which are wanting in all other
These qualities are inseparable from the
literatures.
in a translation,
language, and cannot be translated
indeed, the simplicity of expression disappears, and
;

:

the naturalness of the thought often appears rather
The absence of dead metaphor
childish than childlike.
or artificiality makes the Greek language a valuable
help towards seeing the truth of things much that in
English is vague or obscure is in Greek simple and
:

clear-cut.

In the effort of reading or translation this

;
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on the student^ who uncon-

sciously absorbs something of the Greek passion to see

In the literature there is also a
things as they are.
wealth of observation and knowledge of human nature
which appeals to us at all ages their inimitable stories
in childhood, their poetry and history in manhood,
Here, then, our
their divine philosophy in old age.
chief aim is to understand and to enjoy the literature.
But for both languages, and indeed for any language, the mere reading of books is not enough there
must also be a mastery of the languages which will
enable us to use them. The most effective way to
teach this is by oral practice, reinforced and checked by
for the arguments which prove the
writing afterwards
need of oral practice in a modern language also apply
:

:

;

to

the

ancient

excepted.

By

languages,

this

that

of

practical

utility

means, although we do not make

Greek composition a main object, we attain a great
degree of facility in it by the way.
In the early stage
free or original composition only will be practised
exceptionally an exercise in translation will be now and
then taken, when a new and difficult construction has to
,

be taught.
In the following pages, then, we shall assume that
our teaching is based on the spoken word, reinforced
by writing, the material being supplied by the teacher
or from books.
The reformed methods here adopted owe something to the admirable work done in recent years by
modern language teachers, and some'

'

Latin

thing to the efforts of

In

Germany

German

school-

reform has been in progress
for some thirty years, and has produced excellent
results.
But the movement is not a new ideal it is
merely the restatement of an old one. The schoolmasters of the early Renaissance adopted it in all
masters.

'

'

;

'
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and

essential points,

it

can be traced back to Quintilian

himself.

That which immediately follows is an outline of a
Latin course for boys who begin at the age of about
twelve and leave off at about sixteen ; one lesson a
day is supposed to be given. Experience shows that
boys trained on the plan here stated may begin Greek
at fourteen, specialise in classics at fifteen or sixteen,

and be ready

to

compete

at

nineteen

scholar-

for

The problem how such boys

ships at the universities.

should be prepared is discussed later.
grammar school
In secondary schools of the
type, some reform in method is absolutely necessary.
The old ways have been tried and found wanting. They
can only succeed when more time is devoted to classics
than is now possible. If some remedy be not found
there is but one alternative classics must be given
up.
It is with this conviction that the present writer
has treated the problem in the following pages.
The task of the classical master is not the same
The latter
as that of his modern language colleague.
has accomplished his aim when the scholars are in
possession of a new instrument of expression ; but the
classical master wishes to do more than this.
He must
train his pupils in the principles of language which
are illustrated by Latin and Greek, with a view to developing their powers of logical analysis and synthesis ;
he must also increase their mastery of the mothertongue, by comparing it with another which expresses
thought in quite a different way. This must be constantly kept in mind when discussing method.
There is some confusion and uncertainty as to what
is meant by the
reformed method, and it will be well
'

'

—

'

'

'

See the writer's

article

on

'

Plutarch, C^uintilian, and the Early

Humanists,' in the Classical Review for March 1907.
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to state distinctly the sense in which the expression is
used in the present section. It does not mean neglect
of

M ^h ^H^^

'

grammar

picking up

But

it

'

mean
It does not
the classical languages.

means

that

grammar

is

passu with the use
of language, and that the pupil learns to understand
and use Latin and Greek as spoken, as well as in

learntj in the first instance, pari

written speech.

Opposition to reform arises both from within and
from without the ranks of classical teachers. Some
of those who are at present engaged in teaching Latin
and Greek hold that the current way is better, having
been evolved from centuries of experience. This view
obscures the facts.
Present methods are survivals
from an age when the healthier and saner ideals of the
also

had been forgotten. The reformed
method is the older, and has the sanctions of psychology
and of common sense.
early Renaissance

It
less

is

to

the conviction of the writer that it is hopeteach Latin to beginners who are ignorant

grammar, or who cannot compose
m lucid English. Without
making a fetish of grammar, it is yet possible to train
boys so that they know the meaning of the parts of
speech and of the functions of words and clauses in
building up a sentence. The teacher who has a class
without this equipment will find himself handicapped
at every turn, and will probably be obliged to teach

of simple English

short but correct sentences

a

minimum

of English

grammar

before he can

make

any progress at all. Those who are interested in this
question wiU find it discussed in the School World for
December 1906.
The first year of Latin is, perhaps, more decisive
than any of the others in its effect upon the final result.
'

This

is

so,

'

not only because success in the later stages
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must depend upon the strength

of the foundation, liut
because, unless a pupil gain confidence by mastering
the difficulties he meets with at first,
^
hirst btage
j^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^ ^ dislike to the subject
will destroy altogether
which
the
Sentence.
educational value of his subsequent
^

_
:

training.

to

make

begin

It is

sure

Latin.

intellectual

accordingly of very great importance
that the beginner

is

in

a

fit

state to

Put briefly, the necessary degree of
development which should have been

reached by the beginner is as follows
(i) The pupil should feel an interest in the Romans
That is, he should know that modern
as a people.
civilisation is connected with Roman.
Necessary
^^j^-^
knowledge is the result of
^
Preliminaries.
,.
^
:

_

readmg

,

.

fiistory.

(2) A knowledge of French and of elementary etymology should have shown that the Roman tongue is the
basis of the Romance languages, and that its vocabulary
has given us many of our words.
(3) The pupil should have a sound knowledge of
the functions of words and sentences, derived from a
study of English, and should also be aware, from his
study of French, of the way in which some of these
functions are expressed by inflexions.
What ought the pupil to learn in the first stage ?
It would be unwise to attempt to fix a rigid mini-

mum,
some

because this

minimum might be exceeded

in

cases with advantage, while in others only a portion

of the

work prescribed can be thoroughly mastered, and

may not be debarred from proceeding to
second stage. A fair margin being allowed on
either side, it seems reasonable to require that at the
end of a year's teaching the pupil should be able to
understand and compose, orally and in writing, simple
sentences framed out of a limited vocabulary. Whether
yet the pupil
the
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such constructions as the ablative absolute and the
simpler uses of the relative can be added to the scheme
will depend upon the capacity of the class and the time
devoted to Latin. But the subjunctive mood shoi;ld be
in reserve until considerable flexibility

kept

have been acquired

and power

in the use of the simpler

elements

of speech.

a very good foundation for any knowledge
be built upon it. It implies that a considerable proportion of the accidence has been mastered
while the syntax will include the
concords and the
easier uses of the cases, especially those which are concerned with the prepositions.
The Romans have not left us a beginners' book, and
in the early stages of Latin teaching the material must
be modern Latin, or easy passages from Roman writers
considerably simplified. There are two principles which
should govern the whole of the teaching in the first
year
(i) Abundance of material should be set before
the learner.
Rules without examples, or with few
examples, are useless because unappreciated. There
should be much learning by heart, and a considerabe
number of sentences, dealing for the most part with the
work of the class-room or the everyday life of the
pupil, should be so familiar that the simple rules of
concord become unconsciously impressed upon the
This

which

is

may

;

'

'

:

mind.
(2) The early stage is the one in which oral work
most eScacious. This is so for many reasons. The
young boy is more attracted by conversational methods
than older pupils. The work is chiefly concerned
with the mastery of simple modes of expression no
time is spent upon literary masterpieces. Oral work
is rapid
and rapidity is very important in the early
stages because it is essential to give a fairly broad
is

;

;
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view of the subject as soon as possible. It must also
be remembered that certain brain-centres are developed
by the use of speech which are almost untouched when
a language is learnt by means of the eye. To use the
ear as well as the eye increases the pupil's chance of
success.

The reformed pronunciation

is

to be preferred for

the following reasons

Prt^'dation.
Latin with
languages.
of

that

(x)

It is

(2)

It

of

more

:

correct.

connects the pronunciation

French and

other

modern

(3) It is more musical, and trains the pupil to
pronounce those pure vowel-sounds which are so rare

in English.

practically phonetic, one letter or group
corresponding to one sound only. Oral
work is thus greatly facilitated. Quantity, of course, is
of prime importance.
The objection is sometimes brought that the reformed
pronunciation is hard to acquire. This is a mistake.
It is really easier than the English, except when the
latter has been taught first.
Then, of course, trouble
and confusion arise, but everything works smoothly if
the reformed pronunciation be taught from the beginning.
Books for beginners written on reformed lines are
of two kinds, according as they take a continuous story
or a series of exercises as the material with which to
work. It should be noticed that a series of exercises
does not necessarily mean a congeries of detached
sentences.
Short stories, dramatic dialogues, and conversations may well be included.
What it does mean is
that the writer of the book is not hampered in his work
by considerations of plot. In other words, he has a
far wider range of material.
I am inclined to favour
the second type of primer, but as it is obviously stimu(4)

of

It

letters

is
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an interesting story, a book
containing one may well be used in revision, when the
whole ground has been covered once.
The first few lessons must of necessity vary according
to a

lating

to

boy

to read

the standard attained

by the

class.

If,

unfortu-

if
they know no grammar
they cannot distinguish subject from
object, or understand what a declension means, two
courses are open. The teacher may proceed to supply
the information lacking in other words, he may turn

p.

,

nately,

,

;

;

The meaning

the Latin lesson into an English lesson.

may

of

understood from the few
instances of it which occur in English—A^, him, his
who, whom, whose. On the other hand, a possible way
out of the diaficulty is to pronounce distinctly and write
on the blackboard, with translation, several Latin
sentences involving, say, the uses of the nominative
'

declension

'

easily be

;

and accusative

as subject

and object

:

est magna
mensam

mensa
video

and so on.
The teacher may by the

method succeed

latter

in

in his
conscience
time in forming a grammatical
But experience
pupils.
If he can do so, all the better.
tends to show that the mother-tongue is the proper
medium to convey to the beginner those elemental
principles of speech which are part and parcel of all
'

'

languages, and I frankly confess that

I

much

prefer the

former method.

Whichever plan be adopted, it will be necessary,
of much oral work and some writing, to impress the rules of concord firmly upon the pupil's mind.
Oral work is better for practice than written, because
there is less chance of mistakes becoming stereotyped
by being written
Littera scripta manet is a true

by means

;

—
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But the

proverb.

used to

fix

One

lesson once learnt, writing

must be

it.

two points

remain to be discussed.
been
mastered the others should be learnt as quickly as
The difference between them is one of form,
possible.
and not of meaning. When once the meaning of
declension
is understood, ths rest is mere memor}'work. Similarly, the tenses of the four conjugations
or rather five, since the facio class is of great importance
and should be learnt at once may very properly be
taken together. The difference between recitamus,
sedemus, claudimus, aperimus, is merely that the characBoys pick up very readily
teristic vowel is different.
the fact that o, s, t, mus, its, nt, perform the function
of the English personal pronouns /, you, he, &c., and
a knowledge of this fact will help them considerably
while they are learning the various tenses.
In the

or

of detail

place, as soon as one declension has

first

'

'

—

The ordinary work

of the class-room

may be described

and sentences of a simple
type should be used to convey the ordinary commands
and questions which are constantly occurring. E.g.

in rough Latin equivalents,

:

Master
Master
Master
In

a

:

claudite libros.

Boys

:

noli sedere.

:

surge.

Boy
Boy

all

oral

non

:

surgo.

work the pronunciation

fortiori that of the

to quantity,

claudimus

:

:

libros.

scdeo.

of the boys,

and

master, should be pure and true

and above

all

fluent

and

distinct.

In-

caused by muttered or hesitating
the boys are habianswers. A lazy habit is formed
and the work of the
tuated to vague impressions
But the most
class is inaudible to a large part of it.
vital reason is, that clear speaking conduces to clear
calculable

harm

is

;

;

thinking.
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reduced

be

to

a

As has aheady been pointed out, it is unwise
stereotype mistakes. But since writing cultivates

minimum.
to
T

-i-i-i

Txr

-J.-

Little Writing-.

special brain-centres,
^T

,

.^

,,

it

'

should not be
.

.

.

abandoned altogether. A good plan is
to do orally all the work which is afterwards done in
The advantages of both methods are secured
writing.
by this plan.
,

To many people the reformed m.ethod of teaching
languages is equivalent to neglect of grammar. To
prevent any misapprehension, let it be clearly stated
that the grammar must be learnt, and learnt thoroughly.
The reformers are insisting upon two principles which
have been somewhat neglected in the past
(i) Grammar must be learnt pari passu with the
No paradigm should
actual use of the language.
be learnt until its meaning and use are understood.
(2) Unimportant exceptions, such as the gender of
virus and the genitive of supellex, may well be left until
the need for them arises.
Most boys have very hazy ideas of the manner of
life the Romans used to lead, and it is a good plan to
make them familiar with Roman
p.
Realien by means of pictures and
models.
As pictures distract the attention when
they are set in the reader/ it is better to use them
as material for composition lessons, or for learning
vocabulary. For example, a picture of a Roman
citizen will not only make it clear that the toga was not
like a modern gown, but may be used to aid the class in
Toga corpus
constructing simple sentences such as
tegit ; sed dextra nuda est ; toga terram non attingit
if the
class be shown models or pictures of Roman soldiers,
and then be told, with translation if necessary, Ibi
gladius est ; miles gladium habet ; niucro gladii acutus est,
and so on, the boy will after a while be prepared to
E E
:

,

'

:

;

.
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names

learn the paratligin and the

compose
At first, perhaps,

of the cases that

it.

it is

as well to confine one's atten-

Romans possessed in common
The Romans walked, ran, ate, and

tion to such ideas as the

with ourselves.
we do

slept as

enough material

;

and such general ideas will furnish
occupy the teacher for the first few

to

lessons.

Translation, both from and into Latin, cannot be
often needed for
it is
in the early stages

avoided

^

;

,

,

explanation,
lor its

be devoted to Latin,

own

will

it

but

it

is

not cultivated

However much time

sake.

not be enough to supply the

learner with sufficient material to enable his

power

of

unconscious generalisation to work.
But translation,
however ably taught, does not create that instinct for
language (as the Germans call it) which it is desirable
to produce in the ])U])irs mind.
This instinct is best
fostered by means of question and answer in Latin on
the lesson of the day. Suppose in that lesson the following
sentence has occurred
:

mane
The

piieri liidiim i}itraiit.

following questions

and answers might ensue

:

qui litdum intrant ?

piieri

quid intrant pneri ?

ludum intrant piieri.
mane intrant ludiim pueri.
intrant ludum pueri.

qiiando pueri intrant

liiditin ?

quid facinnt pueri ?

Such

exercises, besides doing

instinct for the language

which

I

Induni intrant,

much

to create that

have mentioned,

also

show the importance of the order of words. It will
be seen that the word which really answers the question
comes first, and the rest of the answer does not differ
(except in the order of words) from the part of the
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the question-word has been

taken away.
a kind of

missing
given wanting one
important word, e.g. an adjective or verb, and the
pupil has to make the appropriate addition.

Another excellent exercise

word competition.'

A

is

sentence

'

is

matrem.
Roniani contra hostes fortiter

hahemns

Such
feeling

'

exercises not only help to create the
(for

of

course the whole sentence

'

language
and not

the missing word merely, should be given by the pupil),
but also present one kind of difficulty at a time instead
of several.

The question of vocabulary is one which presents
some difficulty. Although the memory of young boys is

y

K

I0

good,

it is

nevertheless undesirable to

employ so many words that they
cannot be learnt perfectly. Further, the words that are
learnt first should be those most commonly employed by
the classical authors whose works will be studied in the
next stages. Perhaps 1000 is the number which ought
to be known by the end of the first year.
A proposal
has recently been made by Professor E. V. Arnold, of
Bangor, that schools should come to some agreement as
to vocabulary, assigning certain words to the first year,
certain others to the second, and so on.
It would be
convenient for examiners in public examinations to
exactly what words the candidate

know

supposed to know,
and the adoption of the plan would also enable boys to
move from one school to another with a minimum of
is

disturbance in their studies. But obviously much more
organisation of our secondary schools will be necessary
before the plan becomes possible.

In conclusion, the necessity of thoroughness should

:
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Let him take

always be present in the teacher's mind.
care that

The declensions and conjugations be thoroughly

{a)

known.

The boys can use them with accuracy and

{b)

fair

speed.
traps,
Special attention be paid to the usual
the difference between by expressing the agent,
the sign
to
and by expressing the instrument
of the indirect object, and to denoting motion to.'
'

[c)

'

i.e.

'

'

*

;

'

The gender and

[d)

learnt thoroughly as

it

'

'

'

'

genitive

every

of

noun be

occurs.

Similar attention be paid to adjectives.
Pronunciation be accurate, fluent, clear, and
enunciation spirited.
{g) The importance of the order of words be insisted
[e)
(/)

upon from the

A

first.

quantity of simple Latin be
thoroughly understood and then committed to memory.
Finally, the great secret of success is constant
[h)

considerable

repetition.

A boy is ready for the second stage when he can
understand and compose, with accuracy and ease, simple
H cf

Com^lex

^^^

•

sentences involving the ordinary inflexions, excluding those of the sub-

He has now to master the
complex sentence and to make more
knowledge of accidence, so that he may
junctive.

Sentence

complete his
begin in earnest to read the easier Latin authors in the
third stage.

The
stage

general principles

stage

of

i.

hold

good

of

ii.

(i)

A

considerable

part

of

the

work should be

oral.

of grammar should be impressed
(2) The rules
upon the mind in the first instance, not by the use of
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a systematic grammar, but by a careful examination
of Latin passages illustrating these rules.
(3) Nevertheless, a systematic grammar, containing
accidence and syntax, should be used in this stage
so that the rales already learnt may be learnt by heart
in a logical order.

On

the other hand, increased attention will be paid
and written free composition (not translation), because the object in view is to prepare boys

to translation

when they will be studying the classical
authors and learning to write Latin prose.
At the period we are discussing, all the teaching
should be based upon, and spring naturally out of, the
reader.'
Occasionally, once a week
T-,
J
Procedure.
perhaps, there should be a definite
grammar lesson dealing with a particular point, and a
definite composition lesson, consisting sometimes of
The
free composition and more rarely of translation.
remaining lessons should be concerned with the study
of simple Latin, from which should be derived material
for a little composition and a little grammar-learning.
for the period

'

These
parts

lessons, in fact, will
:

(i)

There

translation

;

(2)

be divided into tluree distinct
(3) composition.

grammar

;

now be

given a fuller consideration of these
lesson, the grammar
three types of lesson, the mixed
lesson, and the composition lesson.
For the mixed lesson the chief requisite is a text.
will

'

'

'

'

Fortunately, the simpler poems of Catullus and Martial,

The Reader
'

material.

'

^^® stories found in Livy and
^
other Latin writers, form admirable

The poems can be used without

or with the omission of

a few lines

;

alteration,

the prose needs

simplification and, to a certain extent, to be re-written.

The

should be too easy rather than too
much in what order the
syntactical constructions occur in the 'reader,' for the
'

hard.

reader
It

'

at

first

does not matter

.

THE
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teacher can always pick and choose the particular
point upon which he is going to lay stress, passing over
the others with just as much comment as makes them

Moreover, if the reader consists of short
a passage can be easily chosen which illustrates
best the point to be explained.
The reader should be interleaved with blank
On these may be written such notes as the
pages.
teacher thinks fit to give, either before the lesson or
during it. They may also be used for inserting references
to the sections of the grammar.
Each boy ought to possess a small dictionary to
learn how to use books of reference is an essential
part of education.
Boys are slow at
j^.
finding out words in a small vocabulary they are slower still in learning to use a dictionary.
But speed comes with practice, and it is obviously
useful that the waj^ to handle books of reference be
mastered at the first opportunity,' to say nothing of
the gain derived from studying the history of words and
their various meanings.
At first the teacher will find it necessary to explain
intelligible.

'

'

stories,

'

'

;

,

;

He must give the unknown
each lesson fully in class.
words, which may be entered on the blank page, explain
new constructions, and show the class, by precept
At this period homeand example, how to translate.
work will consist of learning what has already been
explained, or of written composition based upon the
day's work. But in course of time the boys must
the

be encouraged to make use of their own initiative.
Whenever a story or passage occurs containing no
difficulties which have not been mastered, it should be
prepared with the sole help of grammar and dictionary.
'

Some boys

or vocabulary.

hora

in a

I

word in a dictionary
and a half in finding
comes with practice.

are inordinately long in finding a

have

known one who was

vocabulary of ten pages.

But

a minute

skill

;
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of the ordinary class-

room conversation can be carried on in Latin. If a
„ ,.
boy mutters an answer instead of
speaking out, the master can check

him with
the mind

and

nescio quid dicas,

in this

way

familiarise

every pupil with instances of common
Question after question should be asked
constructions.
upon the subject-matter of the portion of the reader
It will be found that nearly every
that is being studied.
sentence admits of two or three questions, the answer
to which will be subject, principal verb, ol)ject, or
subordinate clause.
of

'

When the translation is known, the grammar learnt,
and the questions answered, a little composition should
may

This

be given.

consist of single sentences illus-

trating the particular point or points

which have been

just explained.

The

special

When

week.

a

grammar lesson will take place once a
new construction has occurred several

and the boys have collected a
^
^.
01 mstances from the reader,
The point
it should be fully discussed and mastered.
must be finally driven home by its appearing prominently
in the sentences set for translation from English into
times,

r-

urammar.

,

Even

Latin.

word

-^

.

.

,

,

then, constant revision will be necessary

the ground gained

A

.

'

number

is

not to be

warning

of

learnt from the

'

is

reader,'

if

lost.

necessary.
it

,

If

grammar be

must be made

clear that

one instance does not justify the formulation of a
It should be explained that grammar
syntactical rule.
are not laws, but merely habits of speech
rules
that the sentence under examination is an example of
and that other examples will be met
such a habit
'

'

;

by and

by.

When
mastered,

a story, or a poem, has been thoroughly
should be learnt by heart. But the Latin

it

—
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must have been
involves but

so well studied that this final process

little

It is all a

labour.

matter of habit

and training. If a boy knows that the piece he is
working at is going to be learnt by heart as home-work
he will be gradually assimilating it all the time.
Besides composition of short sentences orally during
the construing lesson, there should also be some definite
composition lesson in the second
romno«?ition
The work should be of two
stage.
kinds.
In the first place many sentences, or short

later on,

*

stories,

based upon the

'

reader

'

and involving con-

may

be dictated by the
teacher for translation into Latin. It will be as well, in
order to avoid fixing blunders in the mind, to have these
translated orally before they are translated on paper.
Secondly, free composition from models or pictures
will be found extremely useful.
Ordinary illustrations will often suffice, but they may be specially
prepared for the purpose. Series of pictures, representing the chief moments of a story, have been successfully used in modern-language teaching, and there is
no reason why they should not be equally serviceable
to the classical master.
Under careful guidance a
class may learn, by working with their teacher, the laws
they must obey in writing a piece of composition.
The following are short descriptions of a series of six
pictures used by the writer for this purpose

structions

recently learnt,

:

Sextus Tarquinius being flogged.
The people of Gabii welcome him.
III. Sextus sends a messenger to his father.
IV. Tarquinius Superbus strikes off the tallest poppy
I.

II.

heads.

V.

The

chief

men

of Gabii are led

away

to death or

exile.

VT.

The Romans enter and take

possession of the city.
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Now it is obvious that the pictures in this case
cannot give the whole of the story. No one can tell,
unless he is familiar with the legend, that the man in
IV., striking

down

father of the

man

at

some point

I.

who

or other in

Roman

and
So
the lesson the teacher must

the poppies,

in

is

is

the

king,

receiving the flogging.

impart such information as

is absolutely necessary.
the class consists of boys in their second or third
year of Latin, the lesson takes somewhat the following

If

The class looks at the first picture, and then
the master asks about whom they are going to talk.
Answer Sextus Tarquinius. Teacher
What are you

form.

'

:

:

going to say about him ?
The question may be asked
in Latin if it be thought advisable.
Answer Verhera
'

:

Teacher

patitur.

:

Cur

verhera patitur ?

Answer

:

IJt

Gahinos fallat. It may happen that a boy will suggest
the addition of sua sponte or iussiL patris, or even the
prefixing of Cum Roniani Gabios vi expiignare non
possint.
Perhaps no boy is ready with an answer,
or the answer given is imperfect.
The teacher must
then suggest an answer, or bring about the amendment

He must pay attention to the order
and show how the order of words is, roughly

of the faulty one.
of words,

speaking,

the order of thought.
Plenty of scope is
thus given to his ingenuity and power of stimulating
interest.
When the first picture is finished, the final
description

is

written on the blackboard, thus
Gabios vi expugnare non

:

Cum Romani
Sextus
patitur

Tarquinius,
lit

Gahinos

filins

Superbi,

possint,

sua sponte verbera

fallat.

Picture
T.

About whom

A.

De

are

II

we going

to talk

?

Gabinis (teacher suggests illis).
T. Quid faciunt Gabini ?
A. Sextum excipiunt Gabini (teacher suggests eum).
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Quando cxcipinnt

T.

?

A. Vulfieribus visis excipiinil.
T. Quomodo ?
A. Lacti excipiiint.

In

this

vulneribiis

repeated.

way
And

siimmo potitus
quid

sit

the second sentence

cum

visis

laeti

cxcipinnt

the story might go on

Scxtits epistulam

faciendum.

is
:

:

composed Illi
must then be
;

it

Tandem imperio

ad patrem.

mittit ut discat

I lie vcritns ne infidus

nihil voce respondet, sed in hortuni progressns

sit

nuntins

sumnia capita

papavertim

Quibtis renuntiatis Sextus nbi
baciilo decutit.
quid pater velit primores aid occidit aut expellit.
Deinde rebus occisorum popitlo divisis placet ut Romani
intellegit

Gabiis potiantur.

The whole story is then copied from the board by
each boy into an exercise-book kept for the purpose.
As each boy has a copy of the pictures, and, so to
speak, sees the events taking place before his eyes,

natural to have the story told in the present tense,
Afterwards {e.g. as home-work), it can be
written out in the past tense. This will involve attention
it is

as above.

to sequence of tenses, to the difference between perfect

and imperfect, and so on. Other variations are possible.
Sextus may tell the story, or Tarquin the Proud, or the
people of Gabii. Later on, more advanced pupils may
compose original themes without help, but at first these
if allowed a free hand young boys
must be avoided
will simply evade difficulties.
The chief value of such a lesson as the one outlined
above is its elasticity, and the consequent possibilities
By
of hearty co-operation between teacher and class.
working with his pupils, the teacher shows them how
they ought to work by themselves. At the same
time he is prepared to welcome any suggestion and turn
The average boy,' who
it to the best advantage.
:

'

:
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after a few terms at

translation exercises he does not quite understand,

is

roused to action when he sees his teacher working with
him and leading him to the achievement of something
And all the while the connexion between
artistic.
words and ideas is kept alive by the use of visual
impressions, instead of words, to suggest the ideas to be
clothed in a Latin dress, an excellent antidote for the
mechanical, word-for-word operation into which transThere is no opportunity
lation is apt to degenerate.
for the learner to mistake what he has to express in
In a picture all is clear-cut and precise. MoreLatin.
over, that fascination of the attention exercised by an
illustration, a serious drawback during a construing
lesson, is a positive virtue when the details of the illustration form the subject which the pupils have to turn
into Latin.
Finally, as in the first stage, so in the second, great

should be laid upon accurate and distinct proupon the thorough mastery of rules, and
upon accurate order and neatness in written composi-

stress

nunciation,
tion.

At the end
have mastered

of the second stage the pupil should

'

(i)

accidence,

perhaps,

Third Stage
before

with the exception,
few irregularities,
and the main outlines of the syntax
of complex sentences.
He has now

the

*

of

him a threefold task
To acquire readiness

a

:

in

understanding and in

translating the ordinary Latin authors.
(2)

both in
(3)

To
'

learn to write simple, idiomatic Latin prose,

free

'

composition and in translation.
the structure of the simpler metres.

To master

In this stage there will be, perhaps, less oral work
than in the previous stages. The amount will vary
according to the degree in which feeling for the language

—
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has been acquired.

If

a

fair

amount

of success has

been achieved, more time may be devoted to translation and composition, and to the obvious points of
style and scholarship.
Three kinds of lessons may be distinguished in this
part of the course
(i)

(2)

:

The construing lesson
The composition lesson
The 'unseen lesson.
;

;

'

(3)

There should be at least three construing lessons
One or two periods should be spent on composition, and one on an unseen taken
P
out of the author that is being read.
The text used should have all the long vowels marked,
should not be illustrated, and should contain no
a week.

'

.

,

'

notes or vocabulary.

Illustrations distract the atten-

Notes
for
the
hands
of
most
boys,
than
useless
in
worse
are
to use notes properly is an art which they have not yet
Vocabularies lend themselves to dishonest
acquired.
uses and are productive of lazy habits.
Should the teacher feel that this is to expect too
much from his class, he may give them notes himself
Boys ought to be
before the lesson is attempted.

tion

:

the

'

reader

'

is

not the place for them.

At first
in the art of taking down notes.
notes must be dictated, but in course of time the
power will come of taking down in brief the substance of

practised
all

the teacher's remarks.

In translation, idiom and accuracy should receive
Slovenly English is intolerable,
attention.
and the custom of allowing so-called literal translations to pass muster has been responsible for much
of the ill-odour into which classical study has fallen.
On the other hand, accuracy is of prime importance.
careful

'

'
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is

translating,

if

called

to account for every

upon

to

do
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word that

so.

Some

part of every translation lesson must be set
grammar. Within the range of his reading
the genitive and gender of every noun, the parts of
aside for

every verb, the reason for every instance of the subknown thoroughly by every
boy.
This is all the more necessary because in the
third stage no period is set apart for a special grammar
The outlines of grammar, in so far as they are
lesson.
necessary for actual usage, are supposed to be known
already
the task remains of filling up gaps and of
The scientific study of
revising work already learnt.
grammar, on historical or philological lines, will be
followed
lessons at subsequent
in special
stages
by such boys as intend to take up Classics at the
junctive mood, should be

;

university.

Each

will naturally allow of practice in
Questions may be asked in Latin, to be

lesson

composition.

answered in Latin.
These are of
two kinds
(a) Questions
the answers to which are taken
directly from the text.
(b) The questions on subject-matter, which imply

Composition.

:

some

skill in free composition.
In addition to these questions, sentences may be
given for translation in writing, or the substance of

may be written out in Latin.
Learning by heart of suitable passages which have
already been mastered is a valuable help, and should be
continued in the third stage. It has been found by
experiment that in course of time the close study of
a passage which takes place during the translation
lesson causes most boys to learn it almost unconthe passage just read

sciously
If

by

heart.

due attention has been paid to quantity during
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the preceding stages, there should be no difficulty in

teaching the structure of simple verse. The difference
between long vowels and long syllables will now present

no

A little very simple verse-composition
be attempted in the case of such boys as show

difficulty.

may

literary ability.

While

the

'

reader

'

is

being

laboriously studied

manner suggested above, it will be found a good
plan to read rapidly some very easy author. This may
take the place of unseens.' The recently republished

in the

'

translation of

'

Robinson Crusoe

'

will afford excellent

material.

The composition

of the third stage

may

begin with

either detached sentences or very simple stories.
it is

certainly desirable to base as

possible

upon the

*

much composition

reader,' the teacher

As
as

must compose

these sentences himself.
Afterwards one of the many
books of simple passages for translation can he used.
It is as well, however, to have the earlier part of the
course translated orally before being committed to
writing.
In this way fewer mistakes will become
stereotyped by being committed to writing.
A little picture- composition may perhaps prove a
welcome change from translation, but the following
plan generally proves more profitable during the third
The teacher reads or gives a short account in
stage
Latin of a fable or some incident well known to the
class, say an event which is occupying the newspapers
at the time.
He then makes them write on the board
:

such words as he thinks the boys will not know. Then
he reads the whole story once more, rather more slowly
than on the previous occasion. Finally the boys are
told to write out in their own words as much of the
Latin as they remember. Any teacher who takes
pains over this method will be abundantly repaid, but
he must be on his guard against the boys' writing

,

;
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nonsense or introducing too many variations of their
own. Experience proves that few boys are capable
of such variations, at least for some time.
The chief difficulty felt by a young boy in setting
about an unseen is (should the vocabulary be within
,
his powers) to discover the main
His
drift of the piece before him.
mind must be in such a state that he can apperceive
correctly both each separate sentence and the whole.
For this reason unseens must not be too hard it is
better to err on the side of simplicity, and to choose
the unseen from the author in hand. At first it may
be well to give the class a general idea of the piece to be
crutches
must be dropped
translated, but all such
Slipshod writing must
at the earliest opportunity.
be severely penalised, and an effort made to combine
a literal translation with crisp, nervous English. In
correcting unseens the teacher will do well to insist, not
'

'

,

,

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

so

'

much upon

translation.

'

It

the errors made, as upon the correct
is

always a good rule to forget those
and to press forward to that
'

things which are behind

'

which is better.
According to the plan sketched above, Greek will
be begun in the fourth form, with an average age of
14 or 14^. By this time, both French
2. rirst iwo
g^j-^(j elementary Latin will be familiar,
^^^ ^^^ learner's energies may be
Greek As'e
concentrated on his new work. For
for Beg"innine".
the first few weeks, intensive study is
of great advantage
the learner's natural curiosity in a
new language, one moreover which has a new alphabet
(and this excites great interest at first) may be used
by giving some time over and above the daily lesson
the extra time may come from Latin or English. Thus
the necessary drudgery would be reduced. The general
•

;

rules of accent (which are quite simple)

may

also

be
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taught in these early weeks
also excite
It

some

;

it

is

found that these

interest.

desirable to use the reformed pronunciation,

is

its proper connection with Latin.
chiefly affects the
This
pronunciation
„
Pronunciation.
c^
xt.
Strictly speaking, the aspivowels.

which brings Greek into
.

,

.

,^

•

^.i

i

•

pronounced as aspirated mutes {k + h,
p + h), not as fricatives {ch, th, /), but practical
convenience may be allowed to rule here without much
The case for this change is stated in a pamphlet
loss.
published by the Classical Association, and need not be
argued here. It is also recommended that the accents
be pronounced by a raising of the tone. This is quite
easy for a large number of Greek words, and it is possible for most with reasonable care, for all with sufficient
Even circumflex and acute may be
care and practice.
but if they are confused, the accented
distinguished
Such practice cannot
syllable at least may be marked.
for anything which helps
be despised as useless
English boys to command their vocal organs and make
them flexible is a very great gain nor is it too difficult,
for I am assuming that the organs will already have
been well trained by their practice in French and
rates should be

t-\-h,

;

;

;

Latin.

The

general

method here also will be based on oral
by writing and although paradigms
must be learnt, we must on no

work, reinforced

^

,,

J

;

account

grammar
is

learn

through

a

formal

before beginning to speak, read, or write.

tine that there will be no need

now

It

to explain the

meanings of declension and conjugation, which have
been learnt already through Latin full paradigms of
a noun or a tense may be set almost from the first,
and the learning of them must be a regular part of
the work. Yet the work should be based, as before,
on speech, and the complete sentence as before should
;
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form the unit. Even the alphabet may be learnt in
this way, thanks to the foresight of the poet Kallias,
who put it into iambic verse (' Athenaeus,' p. 454)
he also shows us how we may learn the values of the
letters by spelling aloud, as a Greek boy used to do in
;

school.
(3^Ta

;

T?TE rRACTTCE
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it

must

l)c

be

in

number

of

will
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admitted that, whichever we
the

early

years

some

clioosc, there

and a

confusion

mistakes in accidence, which might be
avoided if we could keep to one or the other.
Taking Attic then as our standard, we must have a
This book may be
first Greek book specially prepared.
either a continuous
°^ ^''^^ kinds
-pf
narrative composed to illustrate the
:

r

k Rook

grammar, or a series of shorter
composed or chosen for the same purpose. Both
must contain the necessary grammar in full.
The
Greek War of Indeformer is exemplified in the
pendence,' by C. D. Chambers (Swan Sonnenschein),
which is composed in the vocabulary and style of
Thucydides
an admirable book in nearly every
A book of the latter type should contain many
respect.
easy stories or extracts, passages for learning by
heart (in poetry therefore by preference), specimen conNew points of syntax
versations, and the grammar.
should be introduced gradually, and some means
must be found to repeat the same words often,
pieces

'

;

with their cognates

Where

dec).

repetition

this

{e.g.

6

apol

urjorrjp

rrjv yrjv

apoTfiw,

extracts from Greek books are chosen,

may

be got by conversation.

It

is

necessary, however, to avoid all such books as arrange
the exercises according to the system of a formal

The order should be a natural order
the learner should acquire the language as far
common forms and
as possible as he learnt his own
constructions first, not the first declension first. Thus
accidence.

that

is,

—

the article and part of the verb 'to be must come at
the very beginning and we must give without delay
a general view of declensions and the commoner parts
'

;

of

the conjugations.

The task

of learning

is

much

than might be supposed, since there are so many
points of resemblance between Greek and Latin. Thus

easier
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to

like

bonus,

when it has once been heard it may
so also with accusative
almost be taken as known
bona, bonum, that

;

and

infinitive, future participles for

expressing purpose,
other idioms.
also be useful along with the First

the absolute case, and

A

'

reader

Book.'

{

P

It

Hp

may

'

many

'

many

good

a

possible to find

is

short

poems, such as those attributed to
Anacreon,
or some
out
of
the
Anthology,' which are simple and

'

'

suitable to be learnt

whilst for the prose portions,
although there are few complete pieces which are quite
suitable, many episodes may be found which are so.
Such are anecdotes from Herodotus, stories from Aelian
or Pausanias, episodes from the Greek novelists, tales
of real

life

:

from the Orators, and the fragments of the

New Comedy.
From one term

to a

term and a half

common

learn the whole of the

enough to

is

accidence and the chief

and now it is time to
begin an author, revising the grammar
Author
with special reference to the author
as he is read.
Very slight omissions would make
Lucian's Dialogues of the Dead and his
Dialogues
of the Gods
an admirable first author part of his
True History is also suitable. After this, one of Plato's
easier dialogues may be read, such as the Ion,' or even
the Apology
a private speech of Demosthenes, such as
Conon,' Callicles,' or Zenothemis
Lysias, some of the
_,

rules of syntax

.

:

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

shorter pamphlets of Xenophon, simplified Thucydides,
Atticised Herodotus
there is a good choice at this
:

very necessary, however, not to burden
the learner with long notes or introductions. All the
books named above are interesting even without a
knowledge of all the allusions and the master wiU find

stage.

It

is

:

it

best to give

what help

is

necessary himself.
F F 2

We

;
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very much need a series of texts for this stage, accompanied by a very few notes to give the minimum of
necessary help.
We have to consider now two classes of boys those
who intend to make a more thorough study of Greek,
whether as part of a liberal education
r.
J -rr
Second
Year.
.^,
^
^^ motives, or as a step
without other
towards the university
and those who either leave
school at sixteen, or at least who may think it necessary to begin some special study of another kind. For
:

;

the latter class, the choice of work

is

now

all-important

because they must gain in this year something which
should be of permanent value to their intellectual
growth. They have already worked through all the
grammar which is necessary, but of course they will
not know it perfectly it will need revision, and some
part of each lesson should be given to revising it. The
grammar work should be based on the reading, but it
is also desirable to set parts of the formal grammarbook to be looked through in order to refresh their
memories. This, however, is a strictly subordinate
part of their work, the main object of which is to gain
some knowledge of the masterpieces of Greek literature.
To this end, at least one of the most characteristic
works should be read, and some means should be taken to
give the pupils a general idea of the whole.
For one
term at least, perhaps more, the textHompr
book should be Homer. If the class
prepare twenty to thirty lines, these may be translated
and questions given on the grammar, the memory
of Attic being kept fresh by asking the Attic equivalents
of Homeric forms.
This done, the class may read out
the passages following the lesson, the master questioning
them in Greek, asking for a paraphrase or an explanation
much of the author will be understood in this
way without translation, but translation may be used
;

:

'
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sometimes and ought to be used when there is difficulty
or new words occur. Two or three books may thus
be read in a term, and the rest of the Homeric story
either told, or read in extracts.'
of

After this, a sketch
be given in simple form by
the master, and specimens may be
'^^'•'^ from Herodotus, Plato, Thucy-

Greek literature

P

H'

cr

may

Xenophon,

dides,

and

others.

If

be read the Prometheus
Plutus
or the Persae is suitable, and perhaps the
or the Clouds in abridged editions. Finally, specimens
of the other departments of Greek literature should
be given, especially such as show the range of Greek
thought. Thus one lesson may be devoted to reproducing a proposition of Euclid in Greek, the boys
being asked to do it afterwards and finally to write
If
it down.
the new words be written upon the
board, this is a task well within the powers of an
and such things will help to bring
average class
home to them how vast is the debt which our intelWith the same object,
lectual life owes to Greece.
the
pieces of Greek science or medicine may be read
medical writers in particular have preserved for us
possible, a tragedy should also

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

precious pictures of the daily

countryman

life

The

of the Greeks.

pourtrayed in
It is not desirable to
Dion Chrysostom's Hunter.'
lay down a definite scheme of reading here the scope
is too wide, and the master should choose those pieces
which please him. In Wilamowitz-Mohendorff's Leseand a
buch,' he will find guidance, if he wants it
of the

life

is

also vividly

'

-

:

'

;

'

A

Graccitiii

useful

help for reading in extracts

(Burrows and Walters)

the master choosing his
-

Wilamowitz

Berlin
Press.)

;

-

own

;

but

I

much

is

Florilegiitm

Tironis

prefer a complete text,

passages.

MoUendorff,

Griechisches

Lesehiich,

republished in Marchant's Greek Reader^ vol.

i.

Weidemann,
(Clarendon
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suggestive essay having the
in the

'

Classical

Review

'

for

same object may be found
Eebruary 1907.

Whilst the attention of the class is thus bent on the
subject-matter of their reading, there is no need to
...
It is true that
neglect composition.

P

'

the

class

have as yet

the

neither

necessary for translating pasall
sages of idiomatic English into idiomatic Greek
they can do in that way is to render simple sentences

knowledge nor the

skill

;

that illustrate important points of syntax (such as
that of the conditional sentence) by means of familiar
words. But they have been accustomed all along to

own way in Greek,
without translation, and this may now be carried a
Having read the first
step further with great profit.
Iliad,'
for example, they may write
scene of the
and original compositions
the story in Attic prose
may be set periodically on current events, or on
Let us take an example or
imaginary situations.
the
There has baen a general election, say
two.
master may give up a lesson to describing, in Greek,
the constitution of Parliament, causing all new words
express familiar thoughts in their

'

;

;

to be written

upon the board, and making the

repeat, singly or in chorus, whatever he says

;

class

or he

may

put questions u})on what he says so as to cause
answers to repeat the statements in a different
way. The written exercise may now be either a repethe

tition

of the

described

Greek

account

by one

restored

in

similar form, or the election

of the candidates, or

to

life,

or as

by an ancient

the teacher's fancy or
Similarly, the Chicago

the boys' fancy may suggest.
packing scandals may be described, or a West Ham
guardian may defend himself in a speech before the
judge, or a battle of some current war may be described
by a combatant. Mythology may also be used, after
Suppose there has been a spell
the fashion of Lucian.
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bad weather let the Prime Minister and the President
Board of Trade climb Mount Olympus and comSuch themes
plain to Zeus of the iniquities of Boreas.
as these always call out keen interest, and often reveal
of

;

of the

unsuspected gleams of imagination. It is perhaps not
unimportant that the correction of the exercises becomes
In
in this way a pleasure to the master, not a bore.
fact, the mechanical part of his work is reduced to a
minimum, and the influence of the Greek spirit, with
its bright fancy and its keen curiosity, is strong upon
the young minds.
In nearly all children there is a rich
store of imagination and fancy, which under our present
system are soon deadened
we hope by the means
which I suggest to keep them alive.
Thus the boy who drops Greek at sixteen has not
spent his time in vain. He has not yet learnt, it is
true, to translate pieces of English into a perfect imitation of the style of Sophocles or Demosthenes, nor has
he learnt by heart all the information in some annotated
edition of a Greek author.
On the other hand, he has
been introduced to two or three of the masters of literature, and has read several of their works complete, and
with enjoyment he has also got some idea, if vague,
of the vast range of Greek intellectual achievement.
He has, moreover, taken in something of the Greek
;

;

spirit,

and

realised

its

directness,

passion for truth and beauty

its

simplicity,

its

own

imagination has been helped rather than hindered by his work.
We have sown seeds of thought in him which will not
all fall on barren ground
but some of them, at least,
we may expect afterwards to bear fruit.
After the four years' course of Latin, and the two
years' course of Greek, the time of specialising must
begin.
In the Fifth Form a little extra time has been
given to classics, three or four lessons a week, which
;

whilst his

;

were occupied with free composition and a

little

trans-
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lation in prose,

now

there

-

is

and the beginnings

of Latin verse

those

a classification of

school, each taking

.

;

but

who remain

at

up the study which
°^ ^^^^^ ^^ marked

^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^°^
It
°^^ ^°^
^y circumstances.
will be most convenient now to consider the two languages together, and to take up separately the various questions that meet us namely,
reading and aids to reading, free composition and
translation into Latin or Greek, and grammar.
Three years, or thereabouts, will be spent in the
specialised work.
It is desirable, of course, to subdivide the boys somewhat, but that does not concern

GreekTn^the
Sixth Form

^™

—

°^^ object is to suggest
^^ ^^^^
general lines of study for this final
stage ; the master must himself arrange details, settle
the order of authors and apportion the time.
Roughly

Reading-

>

speaking, about two-thirds of the school time will now
be given to the special subject the rest, for classical
boys, will be given to German (French being dropped
;

out of the school course), English, and mathematics.
Certain authors of the first importance must be
Gallic
thoroughly studied
amongst them Csesar's
War,' Virgil, Horace (with a few exceptions), Homer,
'

;

Others too big for comyoung minds, must be
studied in selected portions
Cicero, Livy, Tacitus,
Plautus, Lucretius, Catullus, Juvenal and Martial,
Plato, Demosthenes, Herodotus, ^schylus, Euripides,
Aristophanes. Excursions may be made amongst the

Sophocles, and Thucydides.

plete reading, or unsuitable for
:

others.

Authors of the first class should be read through,
manageable in size, and each is perfection
in his own line. Caesar may be read without preparation
in the afternoon lessons of a term or two.
Virgil needs
preparation
the morning work of two terms will
since they are

;
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occasion serves.

^Eneid,' the other
It

makes no
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work being taken

difference

if

as

parts of

have been read before the iE^neid should be
read as a whole. Homer's Iliad and Odyssey
alternately may be read in class, the other work being
done by the boys alone. Of Sophocles the three (Edipodean plays repay the closest study, the others being
read more cursorily. Thucydides should be a standing
In all cases, the
dish, some being taken each term.
works must be read complete, and with as little interruption in the way of notes as possible the boys ought
to have complete texts as far as may be, annotated
editions and sometimes translations being used for
revision
whilst the master's revision work is not to
drill the form in translation so much as to bring out the
literary qualities of the works read.
Infinite harm is
done by the use of annotated school-books containing
detached portions of a complete book. These notes
contain a great deal of help which ought not to be given
at all, and a great deal of information which is not
needed for the understanding of the text
they are
useful to help incompetent masters, but for boys
they distract the attention from the text, burden the
memory, weaken self-reliance in fine they are an almost
unmitigated evil. The kind of note which is useful
is the comparison of an author with himself, or the
illustration by another passage, which is looked up in
the text by the class in the course of the lesson
necessary information is generally best discovered by the
learner himself from his books of reference.
With
exceptionally difficult authors, such as Thucydides, more
than this may be necessary
but never so much as is
given in the current school editions. It is desirable in
the interests of all that their use should be discontinued.
A good reference library is indispensable ; the
master will frequently refer his pupils to a standard
Virgil

'

'

;

'

now

'

'

'

;

;

;

—

;

;
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work, which they wiU then read and extract from for
themselves.
Pictures and models should also be at
hand, for the illustration of antiquities.
The question now arises, how far the authors should
be rendered into English. It should never be forgotten
that our object is the mastery of
and Latin and this is only to
Greek
Readinpbe attained if the class be able to use
the languages in the same way as natives, even if not
with the same ease. Thus, if we may suppose the
meaning of the text to be understood, the proper way
to treat the text is to read it aloud in the original,
questions and explanations being given in the same
;

language.

It is possible to

make

sure, at this stage,

that a text of ordinary difficulty is understood, without
the help of translation, since the pupils will have a

vocabulary large enough to paraphrase in the same
language. Masters will sometimes find the Greek scholia

Most of
Greek

useful in preparing their lessons with this view.
Virgil

and Horace, much

of Cicero, the dialogue of

tragedy, and, indeed, the chief part of most authors,
can be read aloud in class, after preparation, with only
occasional use of an English word or phrase
on the
other hand, it is well to translate all difficult passages,
;

such as the choruses of a Greek play, before reading them
But whether translated or not, every word
should be read aloud, with careful attention to phrasing
aloud.

and expression as well as to quantity. By this method
the work of a classical lesson will help to perfect the
boys' mastery of ancient idiom and vocabulary whereall

;

as, to

spend the time

in translation

is

to give a lesson

in English.
After the allotted task has been read, notes
should be given by the master, difficulties discussed
and illustrated, and questions asked, to be answered
aloud or on paper.
It is necessary, however, not to neglect translation
;
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only we have to bear in mind that translation

is

an art

quite distinci; from the mastery of a language.
translation our boys are finally tested

By

and, to do it
well, needs idiomatic knowledge of both languages, with
But the task will be much easier
taste and ingenuity.

than might be supposed
in this essay

:

(i)

if

That the

;

we assume what

is

assumed

art of expression in English

has been already systematically taught, and (2) that
the understanding of Greek and Latin has been attained

by the methods above described.
A little practice
suffices to link the two together, and we are enabled

now

altogether to avoid the atrocious nonsense which is
always to be found in a boy's crude efforts, when he
knows neither English nor Latin and Greek.

For

this

and the

responsible,
*

Unseens

unseen paper
is largely
will have a very small
^^^^ ^^ °^^ scheme. Wide reading
makes unseens less necessary from

nonsense, the

'

'

'

unseen

'

'

any point

of view, and regular practice in making out
passages at sight can be got by setting for translation

on paper unprepared parts
read.

Few

tasks are

of any author who may be
more wearisome and intellectually

deadening than to translate a succession of unseen
without context and incomplete as these usually

pieces,
are.
If

driven

all

grammatical questions are discussed and
as the books are read, there will be no need

home

^^^ special grammar lessons, except
one now and then to group the knowledge already gained into proper form, and to explain
its principles more fully.
Papers will be set on this

Grammar

subject

occasionally,

and the pupils directed to

tlie

but grammar
questions or lectures on topics which have not occurred
in reading are not educative, they are of the nature
of cram.
These a boy may assimilate from some

proper books for further information

;
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motive of self-interest, may learn by heart in fact he
will gain no other good from them than is to be got from
;

a piece of disjointed information.
Just as in reading our aim is the understanding of
an author's expression, so in composing, it is the correct
^^^ idiomatic use of the language
Composition.
studied to express our own thoughts.
In the early stages, when the pupil knew little, we
supplied him with the material, and asked him to combine it afresh
as his command of material increases,
we give him less and less, until at last we need only
supply the theme. There must now be constant exercise of this kind
every author read should be imitated,
;

;

similar themes being suggested for the pupil to

work

out in his own way. It is surprising what ease and
quickness in composing is the result of this method
even more surprising is the interest and originality of
the work. There is nothing mechanical about it
the
pupil is trained to work from within, to think and
to express his own thoughts.
Here, as before, translation from English into Latin and Greek must be
practised, but only after mastery has been gained by
original composition.
It may be laid down as a principle
that no piece ought to be set for translation unless it
is such that the pupil could have written it as an original
piece unless, that is, he has already expressed similar
thoughts in original composition, and has learnt to use
the constructions necessary, and knows most of the
words. The un-idiomatic renderings which jar us in
such translations are due generally to a lack of knowledge how the Greek or Roman would have expressed
a given thought now we teach the pupil how to do this
before he translates, and thus save him most of the
mistakes which he would otherwise certainly make.
In translating, then, he does not learn Greek or Latin
idioms, but he practises what he has learnt.
;

;

;

;

I

i
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Nothing has been said so far as to verse-composition,
I have just implied that it would not be

although

As a fact, verse-writing is
a very valuable exercise, except for
the few who are incapable of it ; but it is not possible
to teach it to all in the same perfection.
All boys who
read a Latin or Greek poet ought to work through an
elementary book of versifying, if only to teach them
how to scan they are not likely to learn without. But
for many boys their verse-writing will stop there.
omitted.

TT

;

Latin hexameters or elegiacs may be so taught in the
Greek iambics in the first year of special
Fifth Form
work in the Sixth. As soon as the elements are mastered,
original imitative verse should be set
it is necessary,
however, for this purpose to have learnt a good deal by
Then, as before, verse translations may be set
heart.
as soon as the pupils have gained facility in technique.
;

;

that verse-writing is indispensable to the true
appreciation of the poetry which is read, and that, so far
I believe

from being a waste of time, it adds enormously to the
composer's mastery of the language, and helps his prose
by practising him in a more difficult task. Of course,
discretion must be used
too much time must not be
;

given to

it.

In the last school year,

some means should be taken
.

of

.

the

it

very desirable that
an idea
of Latin and Greek

is

to give the pupils

scope

Sonie

short history of
be read out of school,
such as Mackail's Latin Literature or Murray's Greek
Literature ; such books, however, as deal with many
authors never before heard of, must not be learnt in
detail.
But it is the proper task of the master to see
that before his pupils leave school they are informed
of the prime importance of these literatures in the history
of thought.
He should explain that besides the classical
Ji^erature.

Humaniores.

literature

'

'

may

'

'
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authors read in school, each language includes a host of
the Latin language lasting throughout the
others
Middle Ages, being still a living speech to Erasmus and
Milton, and including all the materials for the history
Greek containing the
of Europe down to recent times
pioneers in every branch of human endeavour, not only
poetry and philosophy, but mathematics, natural science
and medicine, politics, theology and religion, and itself
surviving in modern Greek, the heir of Homer by direct
and unbroken descent. Specimens of these later writings
should be given where possible, and at all events no
boy should leave school without realising the vital connexion of both Latin and Greek with the modern world.
Thus they may perhaps be saved some of the insensate
blunders which their fathers are making in this genera;

;

tion.
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CREEK PARAPHRASES.

:

Second Year of Greek.

A convenient method of paraphrase is

this

:

the master reads

word or phrase which he wishes to be
no paraphrase is forthcoming, he must supply

the text, pausing at any

paraphrased.
it

himself.

normal.

If

The

is used for paraphrase, as the
another method or a necessary com-

Attic dialect

Questioning

is

plement.
Iliad

Master, wy i^aTo
Boy.

ovtcos

Master.
Boy.

((pri.

yrjdoa-wos

ovtois

Boy. ovk

Krjp

.

.

.

Kaphlav.
Krip.

6 8 'Arpeajy vios 7rap?]Xd€ y^aipaiv Kaphiav.

eSp' vlov Ilfrecoo Mivecrdfia TT^rj^nrnov

rj

.

.

.

ri
ittttcoi',

os nXtjTTfi tovs iTnrovs.

rivi be n-Xj^Tret

old

Master, tw

uvTovs

;

eycoye.
TrAjj/crpw

S/;

TO) jrXijKTpo) 7rA)}rrei

Master.
Boy.

.

efpar, 'ArpeiS^s 8e TTapa>)(€To yrjducrvvos

'e(pr],

eXaT?]pa

Master,

Boy.

.

iTTTTOra.

Master,
Boy.

'ArpeS?;? 8e mipcoxeTo

.

.

.

)(^inpoiv TrjV

Master.
Boy.

326-7.

'ArpeiSj;?.

Master, w?
Boy.

iv.

.

TrapT]\6ev.

Master,
Boy.

.

6 'Arpecos vlos.

Master.
Boy.

.

•

Xe'ye oiiu,

tovs

€Aar?)p Se r/? ea-nv

Tii'i

'ittttovs.

;

OS av fXavvrj tovs ittttovs, eXaTi]p icmv.

After a similar exercise on the whole lesson, the boys
read out the text, uninterrupted.

will

Sixth Form.
is necessary, and larger units may be
Here, as above, paraphrase may be used as an alternative to translation, or both may be employed on the same
passage. The master need not read out at this stage.

Here

taken.

less

paraphrase
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Sflphfliics^

Roy.

av av

r'lv

fX6ov(Ta

Master.
Boy.

Elcctra, 328-331.

Bvpmvos e^68ois

ri/i'^f TTfios

<f)a)V('is, a>

KaaLyrjvrT]

KacriyvrjTrj, (puriu

,

.

d8eX4>rj.

Master,

d8e\(f)f] 8e

Boy.

Ttjs atiTTJs ixi]Tp6i TT(<pvKv'ia

7]

av

Master.

tU

tI ovp epcord

Boy. nola ravra

Master, nphs
Boy.

.

,-

ia-Tiv

,-

fj.

-,

Xeyetj, d8eX(f)t],

riai 6vpnis

wpos rais dvpan

;

;

Tois Trjs uvXiis drjra.

Master.
BOV.

dvdyvoyOi TToppcc.

Kov8' iv )(p6vci p.aKpa) biha-^Qrjvai deXeii

dvpra pciTaiu)

Master.

eV

p.T]

)(api^eaOca Kfvd

xpdva paKpa

;

,-

BOV. perd roaovTov x^xJ^of, roaovTov XP''^'^'^ ^i^uaKopevrj nv
aXXa ri e'crTt to ^^api'^ftr^at ;
IMaSTER. to Ttoiiiv ri upos ;^(ipti', cocrTe dpeaKeiv.
']

pav6dviis.

—

LATIN COMPOSITION.
Third or Fourth Year of Latin.
Time — 30 minutes viva

voce; 15 writing.

(This is given with its mistakes as it was done. The boys are
directed never to let a word pass which they do not understand.)

Master.
Boy. Avis

Psittacus quid est
est,

qui homini

Master. Homini

A

?

vocem

imitatur

?

Boy. Hominis.

Master. Quid
Boy. Avis

est igitur psittacus

est psittacus, qui

?

hominis vocem imitatur.

Master. Humanam vocem die.
qui humanam vocem imitatur.
Master. Fabulam igitur vobis recitabo de
Boy.

quo

—

psittaco.

De

?

Boys {in chorus) De psittaco fabulam nobis recitabis.
Master. Erat quondam psittacus, qui in cavea inclusus
.

est.

—
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Boy. Cavea quid significat?
in domibus habitamu?

Master. Nos
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ubi aves includimus?

:

comprehendisne ?
Boy. Comprehendo.
Master. Quid comprehendis ?
Boy. Aves in cavea habitare comprehendo.
Master. Hie psittacus igitur se liberare
voluit

Boys. Se liberare

voluit.

Now

combine those two sentences.
Boy. Psittacus erat quondam, in cavea inclusus, qui se

Master.

A

Quid

voluit.

?

liberare voluit.

Fraudem
Master. Quid faceret igitur ut se liberaret ?
commentus est.
Boys. Non comprehendimus quid dicas.
comminiscor, comMaster. Cape tu calcem et scribe
mentus, comminisci. [^He does so.'] Comminiscor idem signifiAt fraus?
cat quod facere constituis.
A Boy. Dolus malus. [This came from f/ie Readino^ Lesson.']
Master. Ita. Fraudem commentus est psittacus noster.
Now combine those three sentences.
A Boy. Psittacus erat quondam, qui cavea inclusus, ut se
liberaret fraus commentus est.
[He repeats
Master. Fraudem commentus est recita
it.]
Fraudem commentus est huiusmodi. Non edebat, non
bibebat, humi se prostravit.
:

I

:

A

Boy. Humi quid

Master. Numquis

A

Boy. In

significet
scit

?

quid significet

?

terra.

Master. In

terra, in solo.

Humi

se prostravit, et simu-

mortuom.
Boys. Non comprehendimus.

latus est se esse

Master. Scribe tu:

A

simulo, -are.

Anglice quid significet

Master. Psittacus simulavit se esse mortuom.
autem esse videtur corpus, ubi mortuus est aliquis ?
A Boy. Rigidum.
Master. Rigidum videtur, rigent membra. Scribe
etc.

?

Boy. Pretend.
Quale

:

rigeo,

— Combine those sentences.
GG

—
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A

Boy. Psittacus, cum se humi prostravisset,

rigidis

mem-

mortuom simulavit.
Master. Mox dominus redit
caveam conspicit
videt
quasi mortuom psittacum suom.
When you want to describe
bris se esse

:

:

—

a thing vividly, use short sentences without conjunctions.
quid fit ?
Dicite iam
Boys. \They repeat the sentences.']
Master. Dominus de fato questus
A Boy. Fato quid significet ?
Master. Fatum est numen deorum. De fato igitur est
;

.

.

.

magni emerat. Iam portam apcrit, corpus quasi
viam eicit. Combine those sentences.

questus, quia

mortuom

A

—

in

Boy.

Cum

advenisset dominus, fatum questus.

Master. De

The

fato.

De

Boy.

fato questus, quia

porta aperta corpus in viam

Master.

Universi.

\^'jyiey

repeat this together

Continuo psittacus aHs se

twice.']

magni emerat psittacum,

eicit.

in

once 07
aera dedit, et Vale, inquil,

domine memento autem non omnia esse
Quid dicit ?
Boys. Vale, domine meminito.
Master. Memento.
:

talia,

qualia videntur.

:

Boys. Memento autem, talia qualia videntur non esse.
Master. Memento non omnia esse talia qualia videntur.
Scribite iam.

{^They do so.]

(Fifteen minutes allowed.)

Psittacus fraudulentus.
Erat cjuondam psittacus in cavea inclusus qui voluit se
Itaque banc fraus commentus est.
Nihil bibebat,
Rigentibus memnihil edebat, sed simulavit se mortuum esse.

liberare.

Dominus rediit. Caveam inspexithumi prostratum. Itaque de fato conquestus,
quia magni emerat psittacum et putabat eum mortuum esse,
corpus in viam jacuit.
bris,

se

humi

prostravit.

Vidit psittacum

Continuo avis
"

in

aera se levavit.

memento autem non

esse

Psittacus avis est, quae

dam

omnia

"Vale, domine," inquit,

talia cjualia videntur."

omnibus coloribus est. Erat quonSed psittacus tristis

psittacus qui in cavea inclusus est.
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se liberare.
Itaque banc fraudem commentus
edebat neque bibebat, sed membris rigentibus se

erat, et voluit
est.

Non

humi

prostravit.

Dominus mox ad caveam

venit et

cum suum

psittacum prostratum quern magni emerat, humi quasi mortuum
Sed quid faceret
vidisset, de fato conquestus est.
Psittacus
videtur mortuus esse. Ex cavea igitur psittacum iecit. Sed
.''

psittacus non mortuus est, et in aerem levavit, et "Vale," inquit,
" memento autem non esse talia qualia videntur."

Erat quondam psittacus aliquis
esset, voluit

faceret

?

maxime

qui. in

cavea

cum

inclusus

Statim, banc fraudem

simulaturum esse mortuus

commentus
Igitur

esse.

est.

nihil

Constituit se

edebat,

bibebat sed humi rigentibus membris jacuit prostratus.
putabat,

Quid

se liberare ut volaret in coelum.

a domino se abiiciturum

conspexit caveam, psittacum quasi

iri.

Mox

rediit

nihil

Nunc

dominus,

mortuum visit. " Heu,"
quem magni pretii emeram

inquit, " quia hoc?
Meus psittacus
mortuus est." Turn questus de fato, aperuit portam caveae ut
imponeret manum qua psittaci corpus abiiceret. Cepit corpus
in manu et cum ante fores portavisset in viam abiecit.
Continuo
" Vale," inquit, " domine."
psittacus dolosus in coelum volavit.

A GREEK
Fifth Form

:

LESSOxN.

Average age,

15^.

This is a class of average boys, who are in the second year of
Greek. All began Greek in the Perse Grammar School except
he is a 3'ear older than the
one, whose exercise is marked H
rest, and had elsewhere learnt Greek for a year on the current
grammar-book system all the others have learnt orally from
;

;

the

first.

Two may

possibly specialise in classics (A

two will specialise in mathematics (D and H), two
(B and C), one in history (F), one in nothing (G).
from an elementary school.

and E),

in science

B came

The lesson

is recorded, so far as I was able to record it, exactly
was given. Something may have been omitted, but nothing
has been added there is no change, except in one word in
which the master himself was wrong but since the mistake was
The
faithfully reproduced, it is instructive for him only.

as

it

;

;

exercises

are

exactly reproduced

in

every other particularG G 2

;
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Certain mistakes, such as the omission of the augment, have
been made because the class had been reading Homer.
It will be seen that the boys' imaginations have been at
work, and that the method is clearly the opposite of mechanical
this is, to my mind, the chief merit of an oral method.
It is
unnecessary to point out how profound and far-reaching the
effect must be on the national mind, if for a generation the
;

school teaching should tend to exercise the imagination, instead

would also point out that H, who has
and has had the advantage, if it
be an advantage, of a drill in mechanical grammar before the
of being mechanical.

learnt

rest

Greek

began,

ability is

I

for three years,

the least satisfactory of the

is

The

above the average.

although his

set,

conversational answers are,

as a rule, quite correct.

Fifth Term of Greek.
Subject

:

New

Practice

Vocabulary, appropriate to spring.

of indefinite constructions, indirect question, instrumental
case, genitive of time.

Time, 45 minutes.
[It is

often useful to

meditated

someone

is

make
we

here

;

a minute

as though a lesson were unpreare helped by the

chance that

late.]

Master. ttoC ^o-tiv 6 'A\e^ap8pos
Boys (/;/ c/iorus). ovk la-jjuv.
Master. Complete the sentence
;

be done.

you know how it should
Repeat the question, changing the direct to the

indirect pronoun,
6

'

;

Now

for ris, onore for Trore.

oo-T-ts

:

ttiw 'a-nv

A\e^ap8pos

BOYS.^ OVK

6 \\\i^avhpoi.

oiTov ^(TTiv

'itJixiv
I

I

[Etiier Alexander.]

Master.

l8ov 6 'A\e^ni'5pos.

[Mo ans%vcr

:

expectant look

on the faccs?[ ap ovk 'Lare on arjuaipei to l8ov
Boys, ovk 'Lrixev on m^jxiilvfi to Ibnv. [T/ny pronounce
ihov some right and some wrong.]
;

\

I

Master, w
The

llepa-ev, «wi/3a eVl TO

vertical

lines

/37/xii.

denote a pause.

regulated in chorus work.

By

pauses, the phrasing

is

;

;

;
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Perseus,

[does sd\ ava^aiva en\ TO

Boys, nva^aivea

Master,

eVt to

avafiaivd fVl to

Perseus.

co

I3rjfj.a.

oi (J)l\<)i, t'l c^pio ;

iHi^jfjiit.

StSacTKnXe, ti dpa

;

(TV 8e XftjSf TTjV acrl^errTnf.

jSrjixa,

aaBeaTov

Xap.^dvo) Trjv
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and ans^ver

[qi/csfio7i

as

before].

Master.

Itiov.
\_He does so.]
That means, See!
what does Ibov come from
Master. Does any one know ?
One or two Boys, opa, I8eu'.
Boy. But what part is it ?
Master. 184 would be active imperative of Ide'iv, this is
aAX« dvepvrja-e pi TovTo [a boy Jiolds up his hand] do
middle.
you know what that means ? [Pause.] nucipipvrja-KO).
A Boy. To remember.
Master. No, to remind, remember is civapipv/iaKopai, the

ypa(pe to

Boy. Please,

sir,

.''

—

passive.

pe tovto

av€p,vq(ri

TTov fUTavda.

Boy.

[Finds

zV,

it

'EWtjviktjs,

on the

Trnlovs

Boy. evu av8pa

Master,

Boy.

Boy.

TTjV

Master,
Boy. ovk

Master,

wals ea-Tiv ovTos.

.

.

.

.

•

•

Ti 8rj

8pa

6 nals

.

.

.

;

•

iroTepav x^'-P" npoTewei
8e^iav ;^ftpa TtpoTeivei, 8eiKvvs opviOa.
irolav tivo. opvida

;

oi8a onoiav Tiva dpviQa SeUvvaiv n nals.
tls opvis epx^^'ui- ^f>os

]50Y. TO fjpos TI crrjpalvei

Master,

.

Kadijpei'ov, eva Se ecTTMTn, eva 8e

TTpoTeivei T))v x^H'^

Master.

.

tov peu eva auSpn Kad/jpevnu

Master. aWa

ypdcpe

o-u,

oTt eaTi Tovro; pdpiov

/

m Uepaev-

ydp

enp, rjpm,

rjpt.

vvv

8r]

Tii otSev

ecTTiv iviavTov.

Boy. Spring.

Master, rjpos ovv tIs opvis ep^^eTui;
Boy. The cuckoo.
Master, vai, 6 k6kkv^ {ypdcpe av, KOKKv^,
•

aWr)
'

e'xo)

opciTe

t'l

,-

Kadrjpevov, eva

Boy. tov pev eva av8pa

Ka\

rjvTrep

board.'']

opu) iv Trj ypa(pf] Tpels dpBpMTrnvi

Master.

A

ypa<f)i]s tivos

or sketches

vSee

•

ypd(f)e

'

;(eXi8c<)i', ;^eXiSo'i'oy.

Baumeister, Denlondler,

Antiquities 64'".

fig.

KOKKvyns-) eaTi

'AyyXiort

2128;

ttojs

fie

KaXemu ;

Macmillan's Atlas of

;
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Boy. Swallow.

Master.
Boy.

tIs ovv opvis fKelvr]

;(eXiSa)i^ tKflvr].

Master,

eii

6 Se

6 Kudfifievoi,

civrjp

in Knglish.^

deaaai

Xeyft?, ^^e'ki^wv fKelvt] ye.

Tavra anep e^Urat eK tov arofuiTos.

tov 'HpuKXea,

vrj

hi dprjp

6

yap

6

\This

avrrji.

6 eorwy, e'ap

(prjcriv

ra ypnix^nra

S17

TToli (jirjaiv, i8ov ^^e^iSoov

Kard^a

fjdr].

'

is explailica
vvv,

d>

Ilepa-ev.

Perseus. KaTa^alva dno TOV

(irjp.aTOS.

Master, o-v 8\ &> 'A\e$ap8pe, dvaBa.
Alex. dva^a'ivu> piv eVt to (ir]pa, XctplBdva be Tt]v acrf'ieaTovMaster. 8t« tl
Alex. Iva ypd^co TCI ypdppara eni t(3 TrlvaKi,
Master. irpcoTov 8e aTropopyw raiiTa tci ypdppnrct.
Alex. dnop6pyvvp.L 8^.
Master. XeyeT ovv pot, w TrmSe?, ti yiyuerai fjpos ev aypoli
[No answer.] I am going to descrilDe what happens on a farm
;

;

What

at this season.

is it ?

Boys. Ploughing and sowing.
Master. Yes, and reaping later. I am going to give you
the words for all three, if you don't know them, and then
arrange a sentence for each, all in one form.
A Boy. Please, sir, what is a farm in Greek ?
Master, ^aplov, or sometimes dypoi. ypd(f)e (TV. x.^p'u)v,

[He

pi] )(ci)pLOU, pi, pi.

accents

diroKpiviu dq crv, ti

it.]

dpw,
answer.] ypd(f)e
through the present tense. Now the imperfect.

and

Tols dypols

ev

rjpos

/

[Alo

—

aorist are irregular

fjpoaa-

—

OS

dv

dpoTfjp

Master,

A

|

dv apoarf

KoXeiTm

Master,

(jO

— Give

moods

the

ypd<pe, dpoTrjp,

dpoTrjp,

o.

apoTrjpos.

;

(Kelvos

\

os av dpuaj].

I

ttoiw S' 6pydva> dpol 6 dpoTrjp

Boy. dpuTpat dpol

yiyveTcu

yiyveTai

dpo'n.

— The future

dpoaco, rjpoaa.

:

apdcrrj, Kcikelrai

Tl KoketTai eKelvos bs

Boys.

•

;

6 dpoTijp.

drav dpo7 rw dpoTpoi 6 dpoTrjp, yiyveTui dpoTos.

rt

;

Boys. apoTos

yiyverai

|

ornv dpol

|

r<u

dpoTpc^

|

6 dpoTrjp.

\

Master.
he'hpuKe

peTd tovto dweipei

;

Boys, yeypacpe

|

to aneipo)

(TV

he ypd<pe

to

cnreipo).

ti

;

;
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Master.

av

8'

6?

KoXelrai

a-nelp]],
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n'

ypd(^i

cnropivs.

KaKi'iTai.

BOVS. anopfiis

Master,

KaXelrai

\

|

oj av anfipr].
ypd(f)e to (nTipp.a.

cmeipei Se a-nepp-ciTa 6 anopevs.

—

Ti (TTreipei

Boys, (nreppara

Master.
Boys.

cnreipei

6 cnropevs.

|

Stuv 6e aneiprj a-TveppaTa 6 (nropevs,
yiyveTcu

oVt

'lapev

ovk.

\

orav

tl yiyverai

;

aTrepfiara

(XTreipj)

\

6

I

(Tiropevs.

Master,

orav uneiprj aireppara 6

(rnopa yiyvfrai,

cnropevs.

\They do S0?\ pfTu. be ravra Oepi^ei. ypu<pe
Give the moods. 6? av Sepiar],
av, dcpi^co, depio), edepiaa.
Decline depia-Trjs, like TroXirrjs.
ypd(pe.
dvop.d^eTai 6epia-Tr)s.
vvv

T^f'yere

a-rravres.

—

Ae'yere

8r']'

Boys.

ti

ovopd^eTai, os

6s av

|

—

;

Bepla-r].

I

depl^ei

fie

dpendvco

6 OepiaTTjs.

ypd(pe.

—

tto/m

ovv

;

Boys, hpendvc^

Master,
ypd(f)e.

depiui]

ovopd^erai

depia-Trjs

Master,
opyavco

(iv

—

yiyveTai

TL

Boys,

Oepl^ei

TM dpendvco

depia-j]

6 BepLaTrjs, depos yiyverai,

;

yiyveTai

de'pos

6 depiaTrjs.

\

I

orav 3e

otuv Qepicnj

\

\

tc3

bpendva

|

6 depicrTijs,

\

Master, ypa^ere
[

vvv TUVTa.

words in view^ then
The fi7ial form is

T/iej are written out, first with the

these

have been rubbed out.
apoTpa

6 apoTt]p, upoTOS yiyveTai.

1.

oTav dpoi

2.

OTav

3.

OTav depiaij 6 BepiaTi)^

Master.
e(TTL

fie

dvrjp

eKirimei dno

Boys.

arreppaTa 6 anopevs, anopa yiyveTai,
tco BpeTrdvca,

6epos yiyveTai,

Trjpepov ovv, iralbes, avyypdyj/eTe poi

ydp Toi Tis

oiiTos

TO)

aTTeipj] tci

iv

TJj

aeXi'jvrj,

—lore

ttjs (je\i]vi]s

pvdov Tivu

ocrnep ovopd^eTai 6
ottco?

;

ovk. 'iapev.

Master,

ti 8e

,-

Boy. TeTaywv

Master,

A

ttoo-ov

Boy. nav

Master.
Tl fipa

;

o'lKoi.

ae^^rjviTrjs'

6 Zevs dpyi(6pevoi piTTTei

uvtoV wy

Tov"H(f)ai(TTov Kara Tov'Oprjpov' lore lipa vvv; reraycot"

A

after

.•]

eppiyj/e

K.a\
.

.

•

ttoSoj otto /3)jXoO deaneaioio.
fie

xi^ovov e(pepeTo

rjpap (pepeTO

etpipeTo.

.

.

;

,

kuI niTiTei ev ;^copi&) Tivi, ev

o5

6

yewpyos—
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Boys.

yeMpye'i.

Master.
npMTov

p.ev

6e ttoTs 6 roO yfcupyov

6

;^eXtSoi/a

vo)ii(^eL

Tov avbpa nnrrovTa

i8o)v

eiVat, eTTfira

opq ovra avSpa, ku^

!Se

fpcora fxev 6 'EfXLViTrjs, dnoKpiveTiu 8e o yecopyoi.

EXERCISES.
[These

without

printed

are

correction

reproduce

they

;

the boys' work, errors of accentuation, punctuation, &c., in-

cluded.]

A.
tov Aios kui

rrepi
'

H

(prjcTii'

y.ef afXrjvrj

" 'OuK e6f\a> del iSXeVeti/
jSXcttw."

li'n pr] cre

'H

enl Ti]v yijv

/cat

ri

yewpyos

O

Spa??

cnreppaTci

crmppaTa
6

iiv6p(i)TT0<i,

''

erri

t\

Ti)i yrji

'O

ois yfdipyov

dnu ti'js (T€Xi]i'r]s ''(cat
fpard " ttov et/xi, rtj

6

yiyviTai cKel

" (brjaiv "

et

O peV dXXos

yiyvcTai^'

aneiprj 6 crnopevs,

areXrjvwi,

ei>

Xapj^di/ei

Errftra 6 (T(Xr]vios

yeu>pyns

tI

Zf'vr,

tovs nypovs,

eVt

/cat

TriTrret,

(pi](Tiv.

(nreiprj

'O 8e

aKiXfi Kai fSdWei eKTVO^uiv.

<pT]ai.

'^

anopd yiyviTai^
?

E-yco

(nropevs

6

Mera

"ApoTos yiyveTai,

crii
e'l,

cmopevs

oTav 6 aTVopfvs/'

'ArroKpivei

?

"

'i2 (Te\i]vrj

n{pi.(TTpe(})ov

crdu,

uv

fipi Kai (TTreipco cnreppaTa,
'''

'O Se Z(vs, "

rjv.

Trpocrcorroi/

(rf\r]vr]

" Xni/)e," Xe'yei 6

fvpiaKfi.
Xctipf, d

Trj

del

ro

Tra'c

(reXr/fi;,

/ie'i'

Tou dvOpatnov, tov ev
(TiKip'ius

rr)y oeXi]i't]s,

ndXai navcreXrivos

(firjai

" orav

84 TavTa epwTu

/cat

dpoTi)p

tc3

epa>Ti']ae

tov

dpoTp(3 dpCH.
Erreidr] 6 aeXt]vios iv yfj
At'a

iva

e's

tijv

arjXijvrjv

ov noXvu xpovov ijydyev

KUTepxTjTai.

TTavaeXrjvrj it piovov aivd^ eKao-Tut

TovTo

fan

'

O

Se

Zius,

dnfi,

e</>'

(o

prji/l.

diTin oti ovk icrTiv d(\ TravcreXrjvr].

B.

Z(vs d)(vvp(vos
(TfXrjvrjs.

epi\//f

TOV livdpoiTrov tov ev

(Kd yecbpyos fvpe Koi
TOV ^dipiov.
Tri9 (TeXi^vrji

—

(reXt]vii

dno

t^js

eKop-icra.

avpiov o

creXrjvLT7]s

TrepeirdTd irepi

dovXoi TOV yeoipyov ecrnfipcov /cai o avdpcoTroi o "mo
eXe^e rw yewpyco " rt 8pa)ai oi hoxihoi :" " (TTTfipcoai tu
01

anepp-dTu" e0ij 6 yewpyns " oortf liv
" arrdpevs dvnpd^eTai" eXe^e

^€Tiu"

ti]

o aeX-qvLTT^s, irav rip.ap (f)epop.evos, KaTe'irecTf ev ttj' AyyiXtj.

arreipr] tci

o yicopyoi.

arreppaTa, tI ovop.a'^

)(aplv o'iSa crot'

—
LATIN AND GREEK
eneira o

e<pr].

rjpoero.

6

eXe^e

—
ore
— "r^
6epL^6p,€v" —
^'

i^Tjarav.

ocrris

liv

"

oVi

yiapyos eXe^e

o

^"P"'

orav

koI

aoi "

o'lSa

"

aporpa

Km

t\

fTrfira

rov depov

''

tu> |€fc5,

dvdptorros

ris

depi^rj,

endTU

d rreXr^i'iV^s- Kal

€([»]

c5

86v\6i ivoiovai,

oi

dpnTpco, KciXeirai apdroy."

dpfTrdvj]

:

6epi(rTTjs ovop-d^fTai."

rw

hypnv ev

e'lStjaau ecr I'lXKov

etScos

" lipovai aypov tm

dpoi

e^rjcrav o'lKoide,

Tivi

ovk

afXrjvLTrjs

ye'cpyos

6

01'op.d^ovTai"

yfcopyoj

creXrjVLTris Kai o

ot dovXot dpoiiai.
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edrjBoKavTes, dvf^-qa-av Koi fKaOevhrjaav.

C.

yewpyof

TTLTrrovra eK rov ovpdvov.

yeapyov

dXXa

dypois

Trore rjpya^iTo iv tois

eVeiS?;

KUi,

6 avrjp 6

dveo-Trj,

awo

/cat di\jra

dde riva dvOpairuv

rr]s aeXrjvrji fTrecre

eXe^e X"'-P^

irapa top

^ yeoopyos e(prj

•

•

X'^'-P^

Tis et/

6 ^evos

eifiL " ((j)r) "

''

kui pe

tpiyj/e TTcSoy

a\X aye
Teoo.

ap'^ rovs

rtf
''

6 dvrjp 6

dno

Kai Tiva eariv ravra

e'l

flpi

yeapyos kui

6 Zevs xa>opfvos,

Tt]s aeXrji'Tjs.

irav 6' rjp.ap TreTTTOOKa.

ejiaXe fK rov ovpdvov;

eKeivn

eariv to

epov

vvp8e

^^cup/o!'.

dypovs Ta8e to KoXXeiTai apoTpov.

SeX. OTCiv itpois Tovs (iypovs

Ti

yiypeTai Kot

th

kuXXvi

Tea).

OTav dpa> (iporos yiyveToi kiu KaXXopai aporrjp.

2eX.

TI,

Tea).

oTciv

8pd TO dpoTpoi'

otciv apois

;

;

apa to lipoTpov avaTepvei

Iva

Trjv yrjv

pnav aneipo) ro

arreppaTa,
SfX. KaTaXaplBavco dXXd peTa
Tea),

eXde

TTOV.
ttj

Tt]v

ovv to atrd (pvei Kai iv

aw pot

ea

tt^v

cnvopav, ti yiyveTcii

rw

6epi, 6epi^(o.

ipov olkmv koi Set^w cot

;

dXXa

on

8Lyjrr](Teicr,

eadiopev ini

x^ovi.
'EeX.

X^'P'" o'^'^ (^01.

di.\f/a)

paXia-TU Kai

TTftfo)

eneLTa eXBov es tt^v oIk'uiv Kai e<payov Kai eniov.

D.
r]v

TTOTe ev Tjj

6 TTOTrjp

(TeXrjvr]

dvBponros

ttoXv 8e eSXa^lre Tov Alu.

tis.

ovv dvhpoiv Te Ka\ deuiv tto86s TeTTayoiv

c-eXrjvi]s.

nciv Sf

TavTTjv TTjv yrjv.

rip,ap
TJ(rav

enecre,

8e

dpa

8e

fjXia>

ev toIs dypo7s

eppiyj/e

yeapyos Kal

TTpSiTov eiSe Ka\ e^orjae tu) naTpi " l8ov tov ^^Xidova."
eivai opviv

dXXa

"

avTrj'C vrj

tov 'Hpa^Xea

Ta)(v eiSov avrov ovk eivai bpviv

ovpavov.

eTTeae

8e

6

"

eK

Trjs

KaTe8vvTi a(f)iKeTo

drreKpive

6

ivopiae yap

naTrip

'

edp

^8t].'

aXXa avdpunvov TvmTova eK

avqp ev aXXw aypoi.

e's

Tru7s 6 ttoi?

kuX edpi'ipe

Tai(

Toii

«$
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avTov 6 yeapyos Kai

yap

avTw 'av,

eiire

av6pu)irov

ecopiiKa

6p.(nov

aX\u Atye

afXrjvrjs €px<^fiai,

dypM."

el,

(firjcri

elpi

(pTjaiv 6

yeapyos.

dno

"

^

6epi(TTi)i.

w^ dnoKpivei

eXde

e's

ovtms oTav opcopev

avdpcoTTOV (f)ep6vTa enl toip

aii

6

dpoTpS Koi reXos, 6epov
aXXa crv iruts rjXOes clno Trjs

Zevs

6

eppi^e

to 8u>pa Ka\ Soxrco aoi

vaTepov be 6 Zeis (rvyyvapTjv
TYjV aeXrjvqv.

'

avv rw yecopya

Trjs (jeXrivrjs avrjp fjei

koI

npuiTov pev (nveppara aneipel

anopevs, eVetra be upoi 6 dpoTrjp tw

;

on

" ev prjcra ovopn'i^eTat' KyyXrj

yevopevov 6epi^e1 top (tItov 6
evOdhe

rrjs

Kui

tovto earlv aporpov.

ae\rivT]s

utto

el

yecopyos
n

ov nore

;

''

iKeivus
6(ttis

T<a

icai

no^itnos

Kcil

inreKplvi

bnov

fiLol

8pds (V TOVTU)
'

el;

t\s

acn.'

'

p,€,

oipot

ovtoh

(ht'ui.

'

6

es to boipa.

avTco koi eXujie avTov avTts es

ei^^e

ttjv aeX-i]vr]v

apav a^6os peya

opSapev Koi tqvtov tov
KXripaTibaiv

dnidiv

Kcii

avToii Kvva.

E.
Zcvs

peTU tov iv

eis Ti]v '2e\rjvriv

Toil ev TT] ^eXi]vr] fiXa'^^avTos 6
'2eXr]vr]s.

irciu

Travpv)(ios

pev

TCI

Koi

"

S'

fjpap

yevopevn eXeye.

eXe^a

Trdlbi

^' o'i

Tivt,

TTCoy aTOTTrj ^eXrjpjj

I

ej^rj,

koX
ttjs

eniTiTe,

dypca,

ep.eive ev

'

koto baira

Zevs epv^e, irobbs TeTiiyuiv, dno

dpa

dpa

^eXrjvrj

ttj

rjXici

S'

be ew el8e

KaTenecre

poi tov dvQpatirov eXe^e
peyiaTrjv

Ibov ^^eXtScii/a

"

eXe^e 6 dno

ev

yeapybv Tiva

ttjs 'EeXijvTjs,

ejBXe^lAa

'A;^a(a.
o)

ttuptu

ae

e)(des

vvv e^opev eap\"
" tI eaT\ tovto ; "

" TOVTO (ipoTpov eaT\, Kni

rw dpoTpco dpol 6 dpoTpevs, OTav be dpol
" dX\a bid t\ dpol 6 dpOTpevs
apoTpevs apoTpoi apoTos yiyveTcu"

6

" iva

6

"

;

crneppnTu b anopevs,

cnreipfi

anopevs anopoi; yiypeTui,"
''
dXXu bid tI crneipel 6 anopevs
" iva Gepi^T] 6

Oepia-Tr^s

tu

otuv be

aneipfi

cnreppaTa

"
;

brew be BepiQ] b OepicTTrjs tu

(tIto,

criru 6epos ylyveTai."

" dXXd

bia tI 6epi(ei b BepiaTijs

'

;

" Lva eadiaipep to. criTa"
" 0) nonol
ov KciTaXap-fdavco TavTr]v
"
" ov 2eXfjuij earl dXX' i)
!

" 01 poi, eXnl^o)

bi)

y^
TOP Ala

j'iaXe'ip

ti-jv 'EeXrjvrjv,'

pe

els Tt)p 'EeXtji't/v ti)p

epov.

F.

Characters

6 yeaipyos, b vios tov yecopyov,

Kal b

o vios

&)

naTep, Ibov xeXibbva

eXrjPiTrjs.
!

;;

;

;

;

LATIN AND GREEK
o TtaTTjp.
01

noil

Tvav S

o yeoip.

ev

tt]

iipi,

aWa

6 yecop.
(rek.

ei

'AyyXia

it,

ovtol

6 Zevs pe e/iaAe

aeX)]VLTT]s.

^P-up TTpoaejreaov,

aXXa Tiva iari ravra
TovTo (ittlv aporpov
Ti Bpas dporpa

6 creX.

uvpavov) tls

!

uoK av6p<xiTTo^

6 0"eX.
TT]s crfXrjVTjs.

6

(6 a(^i]VLTt]s irporrnLTTTfL utto tov

;

TOV avOpoinov

jioi,

459

o\

km

fVc

vvv ttov eipi;

aypoi

6t epoii iiaiv.

;

;

o apoTTjp apol tco

6 yecop,

orav apoi,

6 creX.

orav apol aporos

6 yecop.
6 o"eX.

apoTpa

tI y'lyverai

Tiivra cnreppara

ecTTLv.

(ctt'l.

bpas rots (nreppaTois

Ti

6 (TTTopevs cnveipei rots cmepparois.

o yfcop.

orav 6 anopevs aneiprj

6 0"eX.

6 yecop.

tI yiyvtrai

(TTTopa yiyverat,

aXXa Tore

6 creX.
6 yecop.

ti yiyverai

de'pos yiyveTai, Kai 6 6epi(TTr]s

6epi(ei to

depos.

dXXa

TToXXn epuiTijpaTa, vvv be eX6e poi, Kai ea6ie apLOTov,

(TV TjpwTTja-as

yap.

TreTreivrjKas

6 (TeX.

TreKeivrjKa, Kai

6 ev

aeXTjvij

eXevdopaL aoi dapevcos.

G.
TJJ

ovopd^eTai 6 aeXrivLTijs Ka\ noTe Zeis dx6i)a-as

epiy^e tov (reXrjvLTrjv

Tjpap

dXiyos

8

" Ibov"

(jiTjai,

Ka\
(j)Tj(ri

dpa

ecpepero,
ert

?}Xt&)

6 (reXrjviTris ev evi

";^aipe!"

be

^'((TTiv

e'cTTiv

TOVTO ; "

;" " eyw yecopyos

yiyveTai

;

"

CipOTpOS

eap

TJbr]

ep^eTui."

yecopyos,
c'lpi."

KOI

c'lypoi

:

"riy

KaTenea-er,

el;"

"•eyw

" t\ eaTiv yecopyos."

" yf wpye'co tov rjpos."

ecmv to pov

)(copiov."

" rt aireipels ;" ^'aneipio crneppaTa:

UpoCO

''
cnropa yiyveTai.^'
Kai tI eaTi
" OTaV I'tpolS t\
TCO CipOTpu}."

apoTos yiyveTai, oTav dpoTrjp rw dpoTpco apol." t\
6epco;" " e'yco depi^co kch Bepos yiyveTai."
"/cat ttcos

ovapd^ei ;"

yecopyos.

pov

'AyyXta,

eyea>yr]ae tovs liypovs Kai,
:

noTe yecopyels ;"
ol

8'

ndv

:

ttj

^'

bpas ev rw
evTv^ovvTa

'^

cnreipr] t\s airopevs,

'''eCTTLV

6

ec{)Tjv

x^''^P^"

TOVTO ;" ^^ eiaiv
" e'yo) aneipco;"

"ti 6/jay."
OTav cnre'ppara

6eanea-ios

Tmv aypwv twv tov yecopyov

^^

oaTis dv yecoyjj."

Kai Ti

f3t]Xov

KUTeneaev ev

KOTabvPTi

dvpos fvrjv. yeapyus be
" ;(€XiSoj'a vf] tov 'HpnKXea

aeXrjviTTjs eipi, Ka\ (TV

^^

TeTayav ivobos dnu
S'

^'

:

depicTTtjs

^aipcov

dvapd^opai."
'i6i,

x^'-P^

"/cdptj' ol'Sa

dKovcras."

"

croi,

;^at'pa)j'

;^aipa)

Wi,"

be

ere

e(pr]v

6

THE PRACTICE OF INSTRUCTION

46o

H.
o yfoipyos ecnreipe to. crnipyiaTa,

imopevs yap

tiWa o

yecopyos davpa^opevos.
Kdi OVK
e(f)r)

o

e(f)r]

Tw

"

avrjp

^^

ovk tyva

aeXrjvirrj^ dpi.

o peyiiTTOs Zfvs fpi^lrev Tro8os TfTciyav

i]pnp (pfpoprjv Kat vvv iv avTrj
di>riX.dov "

T]

a

yfj

Tj]

" Oavpa^o) piiXiara "

" aXAn Tiva

ecrri

ravrn

Kdi
inrli

TTJV 'EWrjviKTjv

^^

ecprj

o

" e(pr^ o (TTJkrji'iTrjs

)(^apiv

yXarrav ws

otSa (toi"
Ta)(iaTa.

(iri

X"'P^

"

"EWrjviKrjv

f^fyf

arjpeiois,

peTaX\)](Tn tu

/3jjAod

f(f)r]

'"

yXwrnv

arjXrjvaiov

" ey<u

"'

uarpd

nav

Karenfaov Kai iSmv rode Kai

yrj

eariv o1 aypoi pov Kai eya yeapyos

6 apoTTjp '"ipoi"

ttjv

pera 8e ravra eXeyov tois

yeaipyo).

piKpiWams

avrjp

Idov piKpoTaros

fjv.

avijp (ivrfkOev, et;^e crKTjiTTpnv cipyvpov iv ttj X^'P'-

fie

ere

yempyos Kai rjv)(fTo tw Aii.
" nv yiyvaxrKco ev." " Tvacra
fipi.

tovto iariv 6 dpnrpov

6 arjXrjviTrjs

Kai padrja-opa

